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Previously Fortune and Wyllie showed that any language accepted by a deterministic Turing machine with space bound s(n)>=log n is accepted in time O(s(n)) by a
P-RAM. Also, Ruzzo showed in [10] that any language accepted by a nondeterministic
auxiliary pushdown machine with space s(n)>= log n and time 2 sCn)) can be accepted
in time O(s(n)’) by an apparently weaker parallel machine model, the uniform circuit
family. In particular, he gave a parallel algorithm for recognition of general context-free
languages that requires O(log 2 n) time and /,/6 processors on a uniform circuit family.
Although Ruzzo’s algorithm requires only O(log n) time on a more powerful parallel
model in which concurrent writes are permitted, there seems no way to take advantage
of the more limited power of the exclusive-write P-RAM to achieve O(log n) time for
recognition of an arbitrary context-free language.
Our contribution is to show that, if a context-free language is in fact deterministic,
then O(log n) time recognition is indeed possible on a P-RAM. We give a very simple
algorithm to solve this problemmso simple, it might be practical to implement. Its
proof, however, is rather complicated. This is perhaps understandable in view of the
fact that our result implies Cook’s result [2] that a deterministic context-free language
can be recognized in O(log 2 n) space and polynomial time on a Turing machine. We
also show as a corollary to our main result that a P-RAM can simulate a deterministic
s(n) space-bounded, 2 n)) time-bounded auxiliary pushdown automaton in parallel
time O(s(n)) with 2 (s(")) processors.
One further difference between Ruzzo’s algorithm and ours may be of greater
practical significance: the processor bounds. Ruzzo’s algorithm for context-free
language recognition seems to require rt 6 processors to achieve O(log 2 n) parallel time
on a uniform circuit family. However, if the language is deterministic context-free, our
algorithm can recognize it in O(log n) time on only n processors of a P-RAM.
Moreover, our algorithm can be modified [6] to run on only n log n processors (but
in O(log n) time).
The form of the paper is as follows" in 2, we describe a well-known parallel
algorithm for simulating a deterministic space-bounded Turing machine; the algorithm
and its proof serve to prepare the ground for our algorithm for simulating a deterministic
push-down automaton (DPDA). In 3, we describe some assumptions we make of
the simulated DPDA in order to simplify the presentation of the algorithm. In 4, we
introduce the notion of a surface configuration, and define some notation that will be
useful in the algorithm’s proof of correctness. In 5, we present the parallel algorithm
itself, and in 6, we explain the algorithm and prove its correctness. In 7, we remark
on improving the processor bound of our algorithm. In 8, we observe that the P-RAM
algorithm may be generalized to simulate any deterministic auxiliary pushdown
automaton. Finally, in 9, we observe that our simulation of 8 is almost optimal,
since there is a comparable simulation of P-RAMs by deterministic auxiliary pushdown
automata.
2. Simulating a deterministic space-bounded Turing machine. To motivate the
algorithm for simulating a deterministic pushdown automaton, we first discuss the
algorithm for a simpler related case, in which the simulated automaton does not possess
a stack. A careful reading of the proof of correctness for this latter algorithm will aid
the reader in understanding the proof of correctness for the former algorithm.
Let M be an S(n) space-bounded deterministic Turing machine, where S(n)=
12(log n). We may assume that M is T(n) time-bounded, where T(n)=2 s)). We
give an algorithm for simulating M that takes O(log T(n)) time on 2 (s(")) processors
of a P-RAM. This is a well-known simulation due to Fortune and Wyllie [3].
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We will call an encoding of the Turing machine’s finite state, worktape contents,
and tape head positions a configuration. Let ,o denote the set of configurations of the
Turing machine on input to. It is easy to see that the number of configurations ],o1 is
2 (s(n. Let Co, Caccept ,o be the initial and accepting configurations. Let -c
,o
be the next move relation, and let / and
be its transitive and reflexive-transitive
closures, respectively. For any nonnegative integer i, let i be the /-fold composition
of (reachability in exactly steps). We assume that there is no next move from the
unique accepting configuration Caccept.
We shall simulate the Turing machine M in O(log T(n)) steps, using one processor
for each configuration. The algorithm consists of [log2 T(n)] + 1 stages. At each stage,
every processor inspects the values of a constant number of memory locations (each
containing a configuration) and stores a configuration into another memory location.
The memory is represented by a collection of arrays FARk (k 0, 1,
[log2 T(n) ])
of configurations, indexed by configurations. The kth stage of the algorithm (k=
O, 1,..., [log T(n)])computes, for each configuration c, the configuration FARk[C]
such that c2kFARk[C]. (If there is no configuration 2 k steps from c, then FARk[C] is
the configuration that is as many steps from c as possible.) After the last stage, we
can examine the configuration c’= FARrogT-(nl[Co to determine if c’= Caccept. If in fact
c’ is the accepting configuration, we may conclude that the automaton M accepted its
input. Conversely, if M eventually enters the accepting configuration Caccept when
started in the initial configuration Co, then it does so in at most T(n) steps. Hence
FARk[ Co] Caccept.
The algorithm for computing FARk[C] for each configuration c and each k
0, 1,..., [log2 T(n)] is as follows:

o

-*

,

ALGORITHM: TM-SIM(M).
Input" a string to E"
Output: YES if M accepts to, NO otherwise.
1 To initialize (stage 0),
for all configurations c in parallel,
2
set FARo[ c] :=

3
4
5
6

7
8

c’ if c-c’,
c

else.

For each subsequent stage k+ 1 (k 0, 1,
for all configurations c in parallel,

[log2 T(n) ]),

set FARk+I[C] := FARk[FARk[C]].
Finally, output YES if FARk[Co] Caccept,
NO otherwise.

Intuitively, the algorithm works by composing two computations of length 2 k to get
a single computation of length 2 k+l. Figure 1 illustrates this process.

FAR2

x

FARo[ x
FIG. 1. Three stages

FAR 1[ x

of the

Turing machine simulation.

FAR2[ x
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The proof of correctness is a simple induction; we give it in detail in order to
prepare the ground for similar proofs that are to come.
DEFINITION. Let c be a configuration, and suppose another configuration c’
reachable from c is either
at least 2 k steps from c, or
the last configuration reachable from c.
Then we say that c’ is k-far from c.
THEOREM 1. For each configuration e, for each k =0, 1,.
[log2 T(n) ], FARk[e]
is k-far from c (correctness of FARk).
Proof of Theorem 1 by induction on k. The basis k 0 is easy to check. Suppose
the theorem holds for k, and let c be any configuration. In line 6, the algorithm sets
FARk+I[C] FARk[FARk[C]]. Let c’= FARk[C], so FARk+I[c] FARk[C’]. By the
induction hypothesis, c’ is k-far from c and FARk[’] is k-far from c’. We have
immediately that c-*c’ and c’-*FARk[c’], hence ct-*FARk[C’].
If c’ is the last configuration reachable from c, then FARk[c’] c’, so FARk[C’]
is also the last configuration reachable from c. In this case, certainly FARk[C’] is
(k+ 1)-far from c, and we are done. Therefore, assume that FARk[C’] is not the last
configuration reachable from c. It follows that FARk[ ’] is also not the last configuration
reachable from c’.
Because c’ is k-far from c (but not the last configuration reachable from c), we
must conclude that c’ is .at least 2 k steps from c. Similarly, FARk[ c’] is at least 2 k steps
from c’, so FARk[c’] is at least 2k+ 2 k= 2 k+l steps from c, and we are done.

.,

3. A normal form for deterministic pushdown automata. This section defines a
normal form for deterministic pushdown automata, and proves that every deterministic
context-free language is accepted by some pushdown automaton in normal form. In
5, we will give an algorithm for simulating any pushdown automaton in normal form.
Throughout this paper, we will denote the length of a string s by Isl, and the empty
string by e. We denote the concatenation of strings s and s2 by s s2. A prefix of a
string s is an initial substring of s.
We say a deterministic pushdown automaton is in normal form if it satisfies the
following assumptions:
Assumptions.
(1) All pushes and advances of the input head occur together; a step of M involves
a push if and only if the head advances on that step.
(2) M accepts by a unique final state, and M has no move from a configuration
with a final state.
(3) The only stack operations are to push one symbol or to erase the top element

(pop).
(4) Whether M’s move from a configuration involves a push or pop does not
depend on the current stack contents; it depends only on the current state and the
input symbol currently being scanned.
(5) If M’s move from a configuration does not involve a pop, then the new state
also does not depend on the stack contents.
(6) M’s initial configuration has an empty stack.
There is an apparent paradox. Let c be any configuration of M with a nonempty
stack, and let c’ be the corresponding configuration with an empty stack (i.e., same
state, same input head position). By our assumption (4), if M’s move from c involves
a pop, then M’s move from c’ involves a pop--but c’ has an empty stack, so a pop is
impossible! We resolve this conflict by requiring that if M’s move from c involves a
pop, then M has no move from c’, and we say that M is stuck at c’. Intuitively, M
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"tried" to pop at c’, but discovered that its stack was empty, forcing M to freeze. This
situation will arise in our algorithm to simulate M.
Note that assumption ensures that the stack height never grows by more than
n, the size of the input.
The following lemma ensures that we can make the above assumptions of M
without loss of generality.
LEMMA 1. For any deterministic context-free language L, there is a deterministic
pushdown automaton M satisfying assumptions (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6) that accepts
the language L$ L$ { w$ w L}, where $ is a special symbol).
Proof For any DCFL L, there is an LR(O) grammar G generating L$. Construct
a DPDA M1 that accepts L$ as described in Theorem 10.10 of [5]; the automaton M1
is a shift-reduce parser for L$, and can be constructed so as to push a single symbol
onto the stack for each input symbol it consumes--and never push otherwise. Thus
M satisfies assumption (1). Moreover, M is constructed so as to pop at most one
symbol from the stack in a single move. Also, M can be made to accept by a unique
final state, and we can easily ensure that M has no transitions from its final state.
Thus M satisfies assumption (2). Next, construct a DPDA M2 that simulates M1 but
keeps the top symbol of M’s stack in its finite control. The DPDA M2 need never
look at its stack except to update the stored stack symbol in the event that it pops.
Thus M2 satisfies assumptions (3), (4), and (5). Because the initial configuration of
MI had a stack of one symbol, and Me stores one stack symbol in its finite control,
the initial configuration of M2 has an empty stack. Thus M2 satisfies assumption (6).

4. Surface configurations. The technique of 2 could be directly applied to the
simulation of deterministic pushdown automata. A configuration of a pushdown
automaton includes the contents of its stack, however, and the stack may be n symbols
high. This means that the number of configurations of a PDA could be exponential.
Recall that in the algorithm of 2, there is a processor for each configuration. In order
to obtain even a subexponential processor bound for simulating a PDA, let alone a
polynomial bound, we must therefore take a somewhat different approach. The question
therefore arises" can we do without stack information? Surprisingly, the answer is yes.
Through a more sophisticated approach to computing the FARk values, we can in fact
make do with impoverished configurations that contain only stack height information,
rather than the entire stack contents. The reason for this is the limited way in which
a pushdown automaton accesses its stack. Suppose that our pushdown automaton
enters the configuration c at some point during its computation, and consider the
subcomputation starting from c and continuing until the stack height first goes below
its height at c. We can simulate this subcomputation without knowing the stack at c,
and we need only keep track of those stack symbols in excess of the stack at c to carry
out this simulation. (We call c the base of the subcomputation.) Note, moreover, that
we can apply the same technique to the subcomputation. By repeatedly applying this
technique to simulate subcomputations, we can simulate the entire computation in
such a way that we never need to associate with a given configuration more than one
symbol of its stack. Our algorithm is in fact a dynamic-programming approach to
carrying out such a simulation.
Our algorithm manipulates surface configurations instead of full configurations.
A surface configuration is like a full configuration, but lacks information about stack
contents.
Let M be a deterministic pushdown automaton in normal form with input alphabet
state set Q, and stack alphabet F. Fix an input to1
ton Z n. For our purposes, a
surface configuration x will include M’s current state q(x) Q, the current position

,
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of the input head p(x) {1,..., n/ 1}, and a stack height parameter h(x), a value
between 0 and n. (By assumptions (1) and (6), the stack of M never exceeds n in
n / 1} {0,. -, n} be the set of surface configurations
height.) Let Xn Q {1,.
associated with an input of length n. The number of such surface configurations is
Ql(n + 1) 2, which is O(n 2) for a fixed pushdown automaton. A full configuration is
obtained from a surface configuration by appending the stack contents. For s F*, the
pair (x, s) represents the configuration of M when it is in state q(x), with input head
position p(x), and stack s (where the last symbol of s is the top of the stack).
We let denote the next-move relation: (x, s)-(x’, s’) holds if M moves from state
q(x) with input head position p(x) and stack s to state q(x’) with input head position
p(x’) and stack s’, and the following technical condition is satisfied:

.,

(1)

h(x’)- h(x)

I ’l-lsi.

Condition (1) guarantees that changes in the stack height parameter h(-) reflect
changes in stack height. Note that we do not require of a configuration (x, s) that h(x)
be the actual height of the stack s. Indeed, in simulating the subcomputations out of
which we shall construct the full computation, we find it useful to associate with a
single surface configuration x a (possibly) different stack for each subcomputation in
which x occurs. For example, suppose (x, s) is the base of a subcomputation in our
simulation, it suffices to carry out the simulation of the subcomputation from the
configuration (x, e). Condition 1 is a compromise that allows us this flexibility, while
still enabling us to track the stack height over the course of a single subcomputation.
By a simple induction, we obtain:
LEMMA 2 (Stack Height Lemma). For any x, x’ X and s, s’ F*, /f
1-1
(x, s)t--* (x’, s’) then
-Is] h(x’)- h(x).
Because the input head is one-way, we have

Is’

(2)

if (x, s)>-* (y, s’)

then p(y) >- p(x).

Because we assumed that each push is accompanied by an advance of the input head
(assumption (1)), we have

(3)

if(x, s)-*(y, s’) and Is’] > Is], thenp(y) >p(x).

One might well ask: given that surface configurations lack stack contents information, what use are they? We would like to define a next-move relation, analogous to
between surface configurations, but without the addition of stack contents, such a
relation would not be well defined. However, there is a way to finesse this difficulty.
We will define a separate next-move relation -u for each surface configuration u.
Before defining this notation, we must prove a lemma which ensures its well definedness.
LEMMA 3 (Uniqueness Lemma). If(u, s)*(x, s) and (u, s)-*(x, s2) thens s2
(i.e., Sl is uniquely determined by u, s, and x).
Proof Either (x, sl) (x, s2) or (x, s2) (x, Sl). Suppose without loss of generality
that (x, s)* (x, s2). Bythe Stack Height Lemma, ist isz]. If any intermediate configuration (y, s3) had ls31> ISll then, by (2) and (3), we would have p(x)>=p(y)> p(x), a
contradiction. Similarly ls31 < Is,I leads to a contradiction. Hence Is31 Isll, i.e., every
intermediate configuration has stack height equal to ]sl. But since M never changes
1-1
the stack without pushing or popping, we may conclude sl s2.

,

-*

-*
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-,

on surface
DEFINITION. For any surface configuration u, we define the relation
follows:
as
configurations
x-,y if for some s, s’ F*, (u, e)*(x, s)-(y, s’).
By the Uniqueness Lemma, u and x together determine s; similarly, u and y
determine s’. Thus when we write x r--,y, the stack contents associated with x and y
are implicit. We call u the base of the computation x-.y, and say that, relative to the
> 0 are defined
base u, M moves from x to y. The relations ,*, ,+, and t--, for i_analogously.
Intuitively, x*y is an assertion that there is a computation passing through u,
x, and y, in that order, in which the stack height never goes below the stack height
at u.

We illustrate a possible computation x-* y in Fig. 2. This diagram charts the
changes in stack height of the automaton M as it proceeds through the computation
from (u, e) to (x, s) to (y, s’). We use such diagrams throughout this paper. They may
be viewed as plots of stack height versus number of steps taken, with the base appearing
as the origin in the bottom left corner of the diagram. Figures 2 and 3 also show the
stack contents associated with the labelled surface configurations.
For any surface configuration u, we define the predicate LAST,(. on surface
configurations as follows"
LAST,(x) holds if[ u-* x but there is no surface configuration, y satisfying x,y.
That is, LAST,(x) holds if x is the last surface configuration reachable from (u, e).
Remarks.
(1) x-* y means simply that (x, e) (y, s) for some s (determined, of course,
by x and y).
(2) xt--,y implies that h(x)>-h(u) (by the Stack Height Lemma, since
( u, e t--* (x, s) for some s). Similarly, h (y) _>- h (u).

-*

Y

FIG. 2.

FIG. 3.

x-y.

x-vy implies x-,,y.
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(3) Suppose that (u, e)-*(v, s). Then, as illustrated in Fig. 3, we have that xy
implies x-uy as follows (note the change in base): x-y means that (v, e)-*
(x, s’)-(y, s") for some s’, s" F*. But then, by the definition of a pushdown automaton,
(v, s)-*(x, s s’)-(y, s s"). By combining the computations (u, e)*(v, s) and
(v, s)-*(x, s s’)-(y, s s"), we obtain (u, e)-*(x, s s’)(y, s s"), which is to say

--

xuy.

We strengthen and generalize these remarks in the following lemma and its
corollary.
LEMMA 4 (Stack Lemma). Suppose u-* v and v-* x. Then for any surface
configuration y and nonnegative integer a, x y if and only if

x-y, and

-*

w
h (w) h (v) for each w such that x
y.
a
The
direction
is
only-if
application of the definitions and
straightforward
Proof
the Stack Height Lemma. The argument follows the reasoning of remarks (2) and (3)
above. The if direction is proved by induction on a. The case a 0 is trivial. Assume
+1
that x-y-uz, so
z, and that h(w)>=h(v) for each w such that x* w-* y.
By the induction hypothesis, we have
y. We need only show that yz follows
from y -z. We know that for some stack Sy, (v, e)* (y, Sy), and that for some stack
s, (u, e)*(v, s). Hence (u,e)*(v,s)*(y, SoSy) by definition of a pushdown

x-

x-

automaton.

Now, y-uz means that (y, s Sy)-(z, s’). Recall that our pushdown automaton
M never looks at its stack unless it is about to pop a symbol. Moreover, even if M is
about to pop, it only looks at the top symbol of its stack. Thus the configurations
(y, s Sy) and (y, sy) look the same to M unless M is about to pop and sy e.
It follows that either (y, Sy)-(z, s") for some stack s", or M’s move from (y, s sy)
is a pop and sy e. In the first case, y-z, and we are done. In the second case,
h(z) < h(y) (because the move from y to z involves a pop), and h(y)= h(v) (because
[-I
(v, e)*(y, e)). We must conclude that h(z)< h(v), which is a contradiction.
COROLLARY. Suppose u-*v--* x and x-* y. Then the surface configurations
making up the computation x-* y are exactly the surface configurations making up the
w
y also satisfies x
y.
computation x-* y. Formally, any w satisfying x-* w
w
w
Stack
the
have
satisfies
we
x
since
Suppose
By
x
Lemma,
y.
y,
Proof
-f
h( w’) >- h( v) for every w’ such that x-*w’*y. This includes all w’ such that
w’- w, so we have x w by the if direction of the Stack Lemma. We can similarly
x
* and we are done. E]
obtain w
y, so x-* w-y,

-

* *-*

-

-

-** -*

-*

-*

*

5. An algorithm for simulating a deterministic PDA. In this section, we give the
algorithm for simulating a deterministic pushdown automaton M that is in normal form.
Let M be a deterministic pushdown automaton in normal form with input alphabet
state set Q, start state qo, accepting state qaccept, and stack alphabet F. Let Xo be the
surface configuration with q(xo)=qo, p(xo)--1, and h(xo)=0. Thus (xo, e) is the
n + 1} {0,
starting configuration. Let Xn Q {1,
n} be the set of surface
configurations for an input of length n.
Let T(n)= 2[Ql(n + 1). We claim that if M accepts an input of length n, it does
so in at most T(n) steps. The automaton M cannot go more than QI steps without
pushing, popping, or looping. Moreover, M cannot push more than n times, because
each push is accompanied by an advance of the input head. Finally, M cannot pop
more times than it pushes, so the claim follows.
Our algorithm will simulate T(n) steps of M in [log T(n)] + 1 O(log n) stages.
It makes use of the arrays FAR, HOP, and LOW for k--0, 1,. -, [log T(n)].

,

,

,
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In direct analogy with the algorithm of 2 for simulating an arbitrary deterministic
automaton, the algorithm for simulating a pushdown automaton consists of stages
k 0, 1,
[log2 T(n) ]. At stage k, for each surface configuration x, the array element
FARk[X] is a surface configuration such that xt-* FAR,[x]. After stage [log T(n)],
in lines 21-22 the algorithm inspects FARIIog -(n)-i[Xo] and determines whether it is an
accepting configuration. If so, the algorithm concludes that the pushdown automaton
M accepts its input, and outputs YES. Otherwise, it outputs NO.

,

ALGORITHM: DPDA-SIM( M).
Input: a string w
Output: YES if M accepts w, NO otherwise.
1 To initialize (stage 0),
for all surface configurations x X, in parallel,
2
y if (x, e)t-(y, or),
set FARo[x] :=
x if LASZ, (x),

{
{ xFAR[

if h(FARo[x])= h(x),
else.
<Note that h(x) h(FARo[x]) <- h(x) + 1.
for all x, y X, such that h(x) h(y) <-_ h(FARo[x]) in parallel,
if M is stuck at (x, e) then set LOWo[x, y]:= x
else let cr satisfy (x, e)t-(FARo[x],
or if h(y)= h(FARo[x])
and let s
e if h(y) < h(FARo[x])
is
9
If M stuck at (y, s) then set LOWo[x, y]:=y
10
else let z, s’ satisfy (y, s)t-(z, s’)
set HOPo[x :=

11

x

set LO Wo[ x, y] :=

f

ifh(z)<=h(y),
Y

else.

(See Figs. 4 and 5 for examples.)

,

For each subsequent stage k + (k 0, 1,
[log2 T(n) ]),
for all configurations x X, in parallel,
let denote LOWk[x, FARk[x]]
set FAR+[x]:= FAR[2].
ifh()=h(x),
15
set HOPk+[x] :=
H OPk[x] else
For all x, y X,,
16

11
12
13
14

FARo[ x

FIG. 4. LOWo[x y]

FARo[ x

FIG. 5. LOWo[x y]

y

z in case

h(z) <-- h(y).

z

y in case h(z) > h(y).
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17
18
19

let LHLk+[x, y] denote LOWk[X, HOPk+[LOWk[X, y]]]
For all x, y e X, such that h(x)<= h(y)<= h(FARk+[x]) in parallel,
LHLk+[x, y] if h(y)<- h(),
set LOW,+[x,y]:= LHLk+[x, z] if h(y)> h() and h(z)= h(),
z

20
21
22

else

where z LHLk+[:, y].
Finally, output YES if q(FARrog T(,)I[Xo])
NO otherwise.

qaccept

Note that in lines 5-10 and lines 18-20, not all locations in the arrays LOWk are
assigned values. Specifically, LOWk[X, y] is only assigned a value if h(x)<= h(y)<=
h(FARk[X]). The other locations in these arrays need not be assigned values, as they
have no effect on the eventual output.
6. Proof of correctness of the algorithm. We now proceed to explain and prove
the algorithm.
There are two fundamental ideas that make the algorithm work. One idea we have
already seen in action: that of composing two computations to obtain a computation
of twice the length. This was the fundamental idea in the algorithm of 2 for simulating
a deterministic automaton, and it recurs several times in the algorithm for simulating
a pushdown automaton. It is by no means a new idea; it has played a role in many
proofs, e.g., that of Savitch’s theorem. The second idea, introduced in 4, is that of
considering computations between surface configurations relative to a base surface
configuration.
To show that the algorithm is correct, we prove that the arrays FARk, HOPk, and
LOW satisfy certain correctness conditions for k =0, 1,.--, I-log2 T(n)]. Then the
correctness of the algorithm will follow from the fact that the array FAR,log T n) satisfies
its. correctness condition. The proof is by induction on k: assuming that FAR, HOP,
and LOW satisfy their correctness conditions, we show that FARk+, HOP+, and
LOWk+ satisfy their correctness conditions. The algorithm and proof also make use
at each stage k of a temporary array, LHLk+. The complicated dependencies in the
algorithm are reflected in a complicated proof. To aid the reader in following the
proof, we provide in Fig. 6 a diagram illustrating the dependencies between the
correctness conditions for the various arrays.
DEFrroN. Let x be a surface configuration. We say that another surface
configuration y reachable from (x, e) is k-far from x if
either y is at least 2 k steps from (x, e) (i.e., x y for some > 2 )
or y is the last surface configuration reachable from (x, e) (i.e., LASTs(y) holds).
The correctness condition for FAR is:

for all x X,,,

-

FARk[X] is k-far from x.

The essential idea in computing FARk+ from FARk is combining two k-far
computations to obtain a (k + 1 )- far computation. There is a subtlety involved, however.
Suppose that, as illustrated in Fig. 7, x, y and LASTy(z), but z is fewer than 2 k
steps from y. It happens in this case that y is k-far from x and z is k-far from y, but
z is not k-far from x. The reason that LASTy(z) holds is that the computation from
(y, e) reached the configuration (z, e), from which the next move involved popping a
symbol from the stack. The stack is empty, however---there is nothing to pop! As
pointed out in 3, the pushdown automaton M is stuck at. such a configuration. We
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FARk

LHLk

LOW

LHLk+
LOWk+t
FIG. 6. Dependencies between correctness conditions for the arrays.

2 steps

FIG. 7. y is

2 steps

k-far from x, and z is k-far from y, but z is not k + 1)-far from x.

see that from the perspective of the base y, the surface configuration z is an impassable
barrier. Viewed from the perspective of the base x, however, z is not a barrier. When
the automaton M starts at (x, e) it arrives at z with a nonempty stack, it can then pop
a symbol without any fuss, and continue with the computation. Thus z is a discriminating barrier. It obstructs the computation from (y, e) but permits the computation from
(x, e) to continue unimpeded.
Such discriminating barriers can only arise when the pushdown automaton M
has a disposition to pop a symbol but is prevented from doing so by an empty stack.
This is the idea underlying the following lemma.
LEMMA 5 (Barrier Lemma). Suppose x*y and y*y z. If LASTy(z) but not
LASTx(z) then h(z)= h(y).
Proof. Since x* z and not LASTx(z), there is a surface configuration v such that
zwxv. Since yy* Z (so h(z) >h(y)) but not zzv, by the Stack Lemma we obtain
h(v) < h(y). But stack height can change by at most one in a single move, so h(v)>=
h(z)-l. It follows that h(z)<=h(v)+l<=h(y). We must conclude that h(z)=

h(y).

51

The Barrier Lemma enables us to render barriers innocuous, by a careful choice
of the surface configuration y.
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DEFINIrION. Let x, x’, y e Xn. We say that y is k-low from x’ with respect to the
base x if
1. x’*y, and
w for some _-< 2 k, then h (w) > h (y).
2. for any w satisfying y + w, if X
We may at times leave the base unspecified if it is clear from the context which base
is intended.
Figure 8 depicts a computation in which y is k-low from x’ with respect to x. The
intuition is that the stack height of y is as low as is possible within 2 k steps of x’.
Note, however, that y may in fact be 2 k or more steps from x’, in which case (2) is
trivially satisfied. Note, moreover, that (2) is again trivially satisfied if y is the last
surface configuration reachable from x. For example, in Fig. 9, the automaton M is
stuck at (y, e), so y is k-low from x’ with respect to x.
The following lemma will show how we can achieve our aim of combining two
k-far computations to obtain a computation that is (k + 1)-far.
LEMMA 6 (Correctness of FAR,+l). Suppose that for the surface configuration x,
(1) FARk x is k-far from x;
(2)) is k-low from FARk[x] with respect to x;

-x

x

.

(3) FARI,[2] is k-far from
As in line 14 of the algorithm, let FAR+[x]= FARk[]. Then FARk+[x]
k + 1 -far from x. See Fig. 10.)

2 steps
FG. 8. y is k-low fi’om x’ with respect to x.

FIG. 9. y is k-low from x’ with respect to x because M is stuck at (y, e ).

FAR,[x]

FAR,[]

Fc;. 10.

x-* FARk[x]-

-

FAR<[] FAR.+,[x].

is

-
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Proof It follows from (2) by definition that x-2. It follows from (3) that
FARk[] FAR,+[x] by the Stack Lemma. Combining these
FAR,[], so

x

FARg.+[x].
two computations yields
Now if both the computations x* FAR[x] and
FAR,[] are at least 2
steps in length, then certainly the computation x-* FAR[] is at least 2 k+ steps, and
hence FAR,[] is (k+ 1)-far from x. Therefore, we can assume that one of these
g
computations is fewer than 2 steps in length.
FARg[x] is fewer than 2 steps in length, then by (1) it
If the computation
must be that LASTx(FARk[x]) holds. That is, FAR, Ix] is the last surface configuration
reachable from (x, e). But and FARk[] are also reachable from (x, e), so it must
FARg[]= FARk[X]. Then LASTx(FARg[]), so FARk[] is (k+ 1)-far
be that
from x.
Now assume that the computation x-* FARg[x] is at least 2 k steps in length, and
g
the computation *FARk[] is fewer than 2 steps. By (3), it must be that
LAST(FAR[]) holds. If in addition .LAST(FAR,[]) holds, then FARk[] is
(k + 1)-far from x, and we are done. If LAST(FARI,[]) does not hold, then FAR,[:]
must be a barrier. Bythe Barrier Lemma, h(FAR,[]) h(). But then, by (2), FARt,[]
g
must be more than 2 steps from FAR, Ix], hence more than 2 k+ steps from x, and
we are done.
Lemma 6 shows that if we can compute a k-low surface configuration for each
surface configuration x at each stage k, we can then compute the FARk+ values and
thereby carry out the DPDA simulation. The remaining problem, then, is to compute
We find it necessary to solve a more general problem in order to make possible the
computation of a new value of at each stage. We first introduce yet another new term.
DEFINITION. We say that y is k-valid with respect to x if

.-

x

.=

.

.

FAR,[x]-*y, and
For each w satisfying FARI,[x]-* w-*y, we have h(w)>= h(y).
That is, as Fig. 11 illustrates, there is a computation from FAR,[x] to y, and no
configuration in this computation has stack height below that at y.
FARk

x

FIG. 11. y is k-valid with respect to x

The point of this definition is that if y is k-valid with respect to x, then the stack
at y is a prefixof the stack at each previous configuration, all the way back to FAR,[x].
In the course of the computation from FAR,[x] to y, the stack height never went
below its height at y, and so the pushdown automaton M never had an opportunity
to modify these lowest symbols of the stack. This is a consequence of our assumption
that the automaton M does not change the top element of the stack.
Recall that we represent a stack as a string with the top element of the stack being the last symbol of
the string.
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The choice of the term "k-valid" is motivated by the following: for any surface
configuration x, the y’s that are "valid" second indices in LOWk[X,-] are those y’s
that are k-valid; if y is not k-valid, then LOWk[X, y] is meaningless.
The following lemma shows that k-validity is preserved under computations
starting and ending with empty stacks.
LEMMA 7. If y is k-valid with respect to x, and (y, e)*(y’, e), then y’ is also k-valid
with respect to x.
This is most easily seen by inspecting Fig. 12 and applying the definitions. A
rather detailed proof follows:
Proof By definition of k-validity, FARk[X]*y and for any w such that
w
y, w satisfies h (w) >_- h (y). We have that (y, e) v-* (y’, e), so by the
FARk [x
Stack Lemma:
(a) y-*y’, and
(b) h(w)>-h(y) for each w such that y*w-*y’.
By combining the computations FARk[X]*y and y*y’, we obtain
FARk[y]*y’. Now suppose w satisfies FARk[y]-*w*xy’. There are two
possibilities: either FARk[y]w*xy or y*wy’. In the first case, h(w)_h(y)
by the k-validity of y. In the second case, h(w)>-_ h(y) by (b). In either case, since
h(y’)=h(y) by the Stack Height Lemma, we have h( w) >-_ h(y’), so we may conclude
that y’ is k-valid with respect to x.
To make it possible to compute for each x e X,, we compute a surface configuration LOWk[X, y] for pairs x, y X,. We will inductively prove the following correctness
condition for LO Wk

* *

For all x, y X,,
if (?) y is k-valid with respect to x,
then LOWg[x, y] is
(A) k-valid with respect to x, and
(B) k-low from y with respect to x.
This means that if (f) holds, then, as Fig. 13 illustrates, LOWk[X, y] has stack height
so low that (A) there is no configuration between FARk[X] and y having stack height

FIG. 12.

If y is k-valid with respect to x and (y, e)r--*(y’, e),

then y’ is also k-valid with respect to x.

k steps

FIG. 13. LOWk[x, y] is k-valid and k.low from y with respect to x.
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lower, and (B) there is no configuration after LOWk[X, y] and within 2 k steps of y
having stack height even as low as that at LOWk[X, y].
In particular, consider LOWk[X, FARk[X]]. Noting that FARk[X] itself is certainly
k-valid with respect to x, we see that LOWk[X, FARk[x]] is k-low from FARk[X] with
respect to x. This condition is exactly what Lemma 6 requires of 9, suggesting that we
let 9 be LOWk[X, FARk[X]]. This is, in fact, how 9 is obtained, as the reader can check
by inspecting line 13 of the algorithm. As a consequence, it turns out that 9 is k-valid
in addition to being k-low from FARk[X]. In what follows, as a notational convenience,

:

we assume for all x Xn that denotes a surface configuration such that
(I) x -*x FARk[X]*
(II)) is k-valid and k-low from FARk[X] with respect to x;

;

(III) FAgk+l[x] FARk[2].
Note that a consequence of (I) is that 9- FARk[].
LEMMA 8. Any w Xn satisfying FARk[X]-*x w-* FARk+I[x] also satisfies h(w) >=
h(;).
Proof. There are two possibilities for w. Either (1) FARk[X]*w* or (2)
-*w*FARk+l[X]. In case (1), h()<=h(w) follows from (II). In case (2), using
(III), (I), and the corollary to the Stack Lemma, we see that
FARk/1[x]
(note the change in base). But then h(w)>-h() by the Stack Height Lemma. [3
The computation of the LOWk/[x, y] values makes use of an array HOPk. For
each surface configuration x, HOPk[X] is a surface configuration such that
(x, e)-* (HOPk[X], e). The reason for the name "HOP" should be evident from Fig.

w

14.

The array

HOPk satisfies the following

correctness condition:

For all x X,,
Either HOPk[X] is some surface configuration w such that
x,,+ w*x FaRk[X] and h(w) h(x),
or, if there is no such w, then HOPk[X] x.

In either case, we have that (x, e)-*(HOPk[X], e). Lemma 7 shows that consequently HOPk[X] preserves the k’-validity of x, for any k’. That is, if x is k’-valid
with respect to some surface configuration u, then HOPk[X] is also k’-valid with respect
to u.

Ix]
FIG. 14. HOPk[x].

The next lemma shows that the algorithm inductively ensures the correctness of

HOPk
LEMMA 9 (Correctness of HOPk). Suppose that
condition. As in line 15 of the algorithm, let

HOP,+,[x]:=

HOPk satisfies

its correctness

ifh(,)=h(x),
H OP,[x]

else.

Then HOP+I satisfies its correctness condition.
Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the two cases in the definition of HOPk+[x].
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FARk+[x] FARk[X]
FARk[ x]

FIG. 15. HOPk+[x]

HOPk[x]

....FARk

FIG. 16. HOP,+[x]

that

in case

h() > h(x).

FARk+[x] FARk[]

x]

in case

h()= h(x).

Proof We must show that either HOPk+[x] is some surface configuration w such
X-x w-*x FARk+[x] and h(w) h(x), or, if there is no such w, HOPk+[x] x.
/

If h())= h(x), then by (II), 9 is such a w, so setting HOPk+[X]= satisfies the
correctness condition for HOPk/[x]. Suppose therefore, that h()) > h(x). In this case
HOPk/[x] is defined to be HOPk[X]. Now, by our assumption of the correctness of
HOPk, either HOPk[X] is some surface configuration w such that X-x/ w* FARk[X]
and h(w) h(x), or, if there is no such w, HOPk[X] x. In the former case, w certainly
satisfies
w* FARk+I[x], because FARk[X]* FARk+I[x]. Consider therefore the
latter case: HOPk[X] x because there is no w satisfying both x* w* FARk[X] and
h(w)=h(x). Note that by Lemma 8 there is also no w satisfying both
FARk[X]* w* FARk+1[x] and h(w)= h(x), so setting HOPk+[x]= x satisfies the
correctness condition for HOPk+I[X].
We now consider how the algorithm computes the LO Wk+ values from the LO Wk
values. The computation of the LOWk+I values makes frequent use of the expression
LOWk[X, HOPk/[LOWk[X,y]]]. For the sake of brevity, therefore, we denote this
expression by LHLk+[x,y]. Here the name "LHL" is intended to signify that
LHLk/[x,y] represents a composition of LOWk, HOPk/I, and again LOWk. The
reason that this expression is so useful in deriving the LOWk/ values from the LOWk
values is that it satisfies a condition "halfway" between the condition on LOWk[X, y]
and the condition on LOWk/[x, y]. Recall the correctness condition for LOWk:

x+

For all x, y X,,
if y is k-valid with respect to x,
then LOWk[x, y] is
(A) k-valid with respect to x, and
(B) k-low from y with respect to x.

The correctness condition for

LHLk+I

is:

For all x, y X,,
if y is k-valid with respect to x,
then LHLk+[x, y] is
(A) k-valid with respect to x, and
(B) (k+ 1)-low from y with respect to x.
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Notice that the only difference between the condition on LOWk[X, y] and that on
LHLk+[x, y] is that the latter promises (k + 1)-lowness, while the former can promise
only k-lowness.
LEMMA 10 (Correctness of LHLk+). As in line 17 of the algorithm, let
LHLk+[x, y]= LOWk[x HOPk+[LOWk[X, y]]]. Then the correctness conditions for
LO Wk, FARk+ , and HOPk+ imply the correctness condition for LHLk+.
Proof Let y’= LOWk[X, y] and z LOWk[X, HOPk+[y’]], so LHLk+[x, y] z.
Assume that y is k-valid with respect to x. By the correctness of LOWk[X, y], it follows
that y’ is k-low from y and k-valid with respect to x. By Lemma 7 and the correctness
of HOPk+, it follows from the latter that HOPk+[y’] is also k-valid. Then, by the
correctness of LOWk, z= LOWk[X, HOPk+([y’]] is also k-valid. It remains only to
show that z is (k + 1)-low from y.
We distinguish two cases, corresponding to the two cases in the correctness
condition for HOPk+[y’].
Case 1. HOPk+I[y’] is some surface configuration w such that h(w)= h(y’) and
from y, so
y’y,W. (This case is illustrated in Fig. 17.) We know that y is k-low
h(HOPk+[y’])= h(y’) implies that HOPk+[y’] must be more than 2 k steps from y.
Now, consider z= LOWk[X, HOPk+[y’]]. Since z is k-low from HOPk+[y’], and
HOPk+[y’] is at least 2 k steps after y, it follows that z is (k+ 1)-low from y, and we
are done.
+
* FARk+[y’].
Case 2. There is no w satisfying both h(w)= h(y’) and y -y,Wy,
(In this case, HOPk+[y’]=y ’, and so z= LOWk[X, y’]. See Fig. 18.) There are two
possibilities: either FARk+[y’] y’ (i.e., LASTy,(y) holds), or h(FARk+l[y’]) > h(y’).
We consider these two cases separately.
Subcase A. LASTy,(y’) holds. If in addition LASTx(y’) holds, then z=
LOWk[X, y’] y’, and z is trivially k-low, since there is no w such that Z-x+ w. Assume
therefore that LAST,(y’) does not hold, and let y" be the surface configuration such
x

FARk

**

y

+I[Y’]

0
’z;
2 steps

+.

FIG. 17. LHLk+[x, y]= LOWk[x HOPk+[y’]] in the case where y’-,., HOPk ,[y’]

FARk[x]

y,
FIG. 18. LHL+[x, y]

LOW[x, y’], in the case where HOPk+[y’] y’.

Pk+,[Y ]]
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that y’-,y". By the Stack Lemma, h(y")< h(y’). But then by the k-lowness of y’, y"
is more than 2 k steps after y. Hence y’ is at least 2 k steps after y. As in Case 1, since
z is k-low from y’ and y’ is at least 2 k steps after y, it follows that z is (k/ 1)-low
from y.
Subcase B. h(FARk+[y’])>h(y’). By the Barrier Lemma, it follows that
LASTy,(FARk+[y’]) implies LAST,,(FARk+[y’]). (Note change in base.) But then by
correctness of FARk+[y’] (Lemma 6), either FARk+[y’] is at least 2 k+ steps from y’,
or LAST,,(FARk+[y’]). In either case it follows that every surface configuration w
dwithin 2 k+ steps of y satisfies y y,W*y,
FARk+[y’] and hence h(w)> h(y’). Since
z LOWk[X, y’] is k-low from y’, certainly h(z) <= h(y’). It follows that z is (k + 1)-low
[3
from y’, so z is certainly (k + 1)-low from y, and the proof is complete.
We finally show how to compute the LOWk+I values. The correctness condition
for LOWk+ is:
Foi all x, y Xn,
if y is (k + 1)-valid with respect to x
then LOWk+[x, y] is
(A) (k + 1)-valid with respect to x, and
(B) (k+ 1)-low from y with respect to x.
Note that the only difference between the condition on LOWk+[x, y] and that
on LHLk+[x, y] is that LOWk+[x, y] assumes (and delivers) (k+ 1)-validity, whereas
LHLk+[x, y] assumes (and delivers) k-validity.
We can make use of k-validity by noting special circumstances under which
(k + 1)-validity implies k-validity, and vice versa.
LEMMA 11. Suppose that y is (k + 1)-valid with respect to x, and h(y) <- h(). Then
y is k-valid with respect to x.
Proof See Fig. 19. Since FARk[X]-*FARk+[x], and FARk+[x]*y by the
(k+ 1)-validity of y, it follows that FARk[X]-*xy. It remains to be shown that for any
w Xn such that FARk[X]*x W* y, w satisfies h(w) >= h(y).
ARk[X]

Rk+[x]

FG. 19. y is k-valid with respect to x.

There are two cases: either FARk[X]-* w-* FARk+I[X] or FARk+[x]-* w-*y.
In the former case, h(w)>-h() by Lemma 8, so h(w)>-h(y) by our assumption that
h(y)<-h(). In the latter case, h(w)>-h(y) follows directly from the (k+ 1)-validity
[3
of y.
LEMMA 12. Suppose that y is (k + 1)-valid with respect to x and h(y)>= h(). Then

.

y is k-valid with respect to
Proof See Fig. 20. Consider the computation FARk+[x]*y. By the (k+
1)-validity of y, this computation consists only of surface configurations w such that
h(w) >= h(y) >- h(). Moreover, recall that )- FARk[] FARk+[x] (note that the
base is :). It follows by the Stack Lemma that FARk[]y. It remains to show that
any surface configuration w satisfying FARk[]-w-y has h(w)>-_h(y). But any
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FARk+[x] FARk[]

",,

FARk[X]

FIG. 20. y is k-valid with respect to

.

such w must also satisfy FARk[]-*x w*y by the corollary to the Stack Lemma, and
hence h(w) >- h(y) by the (k+ 1)-validity of y.
LEMMA 13. Suppose that y is k-valid with respect to x, and FARk+I[X]-*y. Then
y is (k + 1)-valid with respect to x.
Proof All we need to show is that for any surface configuration w such that
FARk+l[x]*w-*y, we have h(w)>-h(y). But this follows immediately from the
k-validity of y, because any such w also satisfies FARk[X]-* w*y.
LEMMA 14. Suppose y is k-valid with respect to Then y is k + 1)-valid with respect
to x.
Proof. By definition of k-validity, FARk[]y, so FARk[]-*y by the Stack
Lemma. Recalling that FARk+I[X] FARk[], we have FARk+I[x]-*y. Suppose the
surface configuration w satisfies FARk+I[x]-* w-* y. We must show that h(w) >- h(y).
But by the corollary to the Stack Lemma, w satisfies FARk[]y, so h(w) >-_ h(y)
by definition of k-validity.
LEMMA 15 (Correctness of LOWk+). Assume that LHLk+ satisfies its correctness
condition. As in lines 18-19 of the algorithm, for each x, y Xn such that h(x)
h(FARk+I[X]), let

.

w-

LOWk+l[X y]
where z

LHLk+[x, y] ifh(y)<=h(),
LHLk+[x, z] ifh(y) > h() and h(z)-" h(),
else,

LHLk+ 1[:, Y ]. Then LO Wk+l satisfies

its correctness condition.

Proof Assume that y is (k + 1)-valid with respect to x. We consider the following
two cases:

Case 1. h(y) < h(). In this case, LOWk+I[x, y] is defined to be LHLg+[x, y].
See Fig. 21. By Lemma 11, y is k-valid with respect to x. Hence by the correctness of
FARk+[x] FARk[]
FAgk[x]

2...

FIG. 21. LOWk+[x,y]=LHLk+[x,y] in case h(y)<=h().
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LHLk/I, LHLk+I[X, y] is k-valid with respect to x and (k+ 1)-low from y with respect
to x. By Lemma 13, LHLk+I[x, y] is also (k+ 1)-valid with respect to x, so we are done.
Case 2. h(y)> h(). We assumed that y is (k + 1)-valid with respect to x, so by
Lemma 12, y is k-valid with respect to
Now consider z= LHLk+1[x y]. By the
and (k+ 1)-low from y with
correctness of LHLk+, z is k-valid with respect to
Lemma
with
to
to
is
z
By
+
respect
respect x. We must again distinguish
(k 1)-valid
14,
two cases:
Case a. h(z)= h(). In this case, LOWk/I[X, y] is defined to be LHLk/I[X, z].
See Fig. 22. As noted above, z is (k + 1)-valid with respect to x, and we assume that
h(z) h(:), so by Lemma 11, z is k-valid with respect to x. Then by the correctness
of LHLk+I, LHLk+[x, z] is k-valid with respect to x, and (k+ 1)-low from z with
respect to x. Since LHLk+I[X, z] is k-valid with respect to x and occurs after FARk+I[X],
it follows by Lemma 13 that LHLk+[x, z] is (k-F-1)-valid with respect to x. Since
LHLk+[x, z] is (k+ 1)-low from z, and z occurs after y, it follows that LHLk+[x, z]
is certainly (k + 1)-low from y, so we are done.
Case b. h(z)> h(). In this case, LOWk+[x, y] is defined to be z. See Fig. 23.
We already know that z is (k + 1)-valid with respect to x. It remains to show that z is
(k + 1)-low from y with respect to x. We prove this by contradiction. We will start by
assuming the existence of a counterexample w, and show that w must also be a
counterexample to z’s being (k+ 1)-low from y with respect to We know, however,
that z is (k + 1)-low from y with respect to so there can be no such counterexample.
Let w be the first surface configuration such that
and h(w)<h(z),= and
assume w is within 2 k+ steps of y. (If there is no such surface configuration w, or if
the first such w is more than 2 k/ steps from y, then there is no counterexample to z’s
w (note that the
being (k+ 1)-low from y with respect to x.) We first show that
base is ).

.

,

:.

,

:.

zF-+Wx

z

.

FARk+ [x] FARk[

FARk[X]

FIG. 22. LOWk+I[x y]

ARk[X]

LHLk+l[X z]

y

in case h(y) >

h() and h(z) h().

.ARk+l[x]

/

"%.

FARk[]

Y

FIG. 23. LOW+[x,y]=z in case h(y)> h(:) and h(z)> h(:).
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Consider the surface configuration u immediately following z. That is,
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zxu. Since

h(z) > h(:) and the stack height can change by at most one in a single move, we have
h(u)>=h() and hence z-u bythe Stack Lemma. Now if h(u)<=h(z), then u is our
counterexample w, and we are done. If, on the other hand, h(u)> h(z), we consider
the surface configuration u’ immediately following u, and repeat the argument. Continuing in this way, we discover that z-u...-w. Since h(w)<-<_h(z) and w was
assumed to be within 2 k+l steps of y, we see that w is a counterexample to z’s being
(k + 1)-low from y with respect to But no such counterexample can exist, for in fact
z is (k + 1)-low from y with respect to by the correctness of LHLk/I[x, y]. Hence
we must conclude that z is also (k + 1)-low from y with respect to x. l-I

.

The following theorem asserts the correctness of our algorithm for simulating a
deterministic pushdown automaton.
THEOREM 2. The arrays FARk, HOPk, and LOWk satisfy their correctness conditions
all
for k O, 1,..., [log2 T(n)].
For convenience, we reproduce the correctness conditions for FARk, HOPk, and

LO Wk.

FARk
For all x Xn, FARk[X] is k-far from x.

HOPk
For all x Xn,
Either HOPk[X] is some surface configuration w such that
x-x+ w* FARk[X] and h(w)= h(x),
or, if there is no such w, then HOPk[X] x.
LO Wk
For all x, y X,,
if y is k-valid with respect to x,
then LOWk[X, y] is
(A) k-valid with respect to x, and
(B) k-low from y with respect to x.
Proof by induction on k. The reader can check that the correctness conditions are
satisfied for k 0 by the initialization stage, lines 1-10 of the algorithm. The induction
step from k to k+ follows from Lemmas 6-15. [3
We now state the main theorem of this paper.
THEOREM 3. Let L be a deterministic context-free language. Then L is accepted by
a P-RAM with O(n 4) processors in time O(log n).
In 3, we saw that there is a deterministic pushdown automaton M in normal
form that accepts L$. Use the algorithm of 5 to simulate M. Each of the [log T(n)]
stages of the algorithm can be implemented in constant time on a P-RAM with one
processor for each pair of surface configurations x, y X,. Thus the algorithm runs in
time O(log T(n)) O(log n). Since the number of surface configurations IX, is O(n2),
[3
we obtain a processor bound of O(n4)o
Rytter shows in [11] how the algorithm of Theorem 3 may be interpreted as a
recursive procedure to recognize a deterministic context-free language in O(log 2 n)
space and polynomial time, thus giving an alternative proof that DCFL recognition is
in SC, a result due to Cook [2].
7. Improvement of the processor bounds. The following observation leads to an
easy improvement of the processor bound from O(n 4) to O(n3). It is sufficient for the
algorithm to compute LOWk[X,y] for the O(n 3) pairs x,yX such that h(x)=0.

This is because, as noted in 4, the stack height parameter reflects only relative stack
height. All that matters is the difference between h(y) and h(x). The value of
LOWk[x, y] for an arbitrary pair x, y Xn can be computed on demand from the value
of LOWk[x’, y’] for a corresponding pair x’, y’ Xn with h(x’)=0 by adding h(x) to
the stack height parameter of LOW[x’, y,].2 This does not increase the asymptotic
running time of the algorithm. We therefore have:
THEOREM 4. Let L be a deterministic context-free language. Then L is accepted by
a P-RAM with O(n 3) processors in time O(log n).
A more drastic reduction of the processor bound to O(n log n) can be obtained
at the expense of an increase in running time to O(log n). The essential idea is similar
to the previous reduction. The algorithm computes LOWk[X, y] only for those pairs
x,y Xn such that h(x) is 0 and h(y) is a power of two. It is shown in [6] how the
algorithm may be modified so that the value of LOWk[X,y] for an arbitrary pair
x, y Xn can be computed in O(log n) time by a single processor from the values for
these special pairs.

8. Simulation of a deterministic auxiliary pushdown automaton. We now consider
the simulation by a P-RAM of a space- and time-bounded deterministic auxiliary
pushdown automaton. An auxiliary pushdown automaton is a Turing machine with a
work tape and a stack. Let dAPDA(S(n)) denote the class of languages accepted by
S(n) space-bounded, 2 (s)) time-bounded deterministic auxiliary pushdown
automata. Sudborough has exhibited 12] a deterministic context-free language L that
is log-space complete for the class dAPDA(log n). That is, for any L’ dAPDA(log n),
there is a function f from L’ to L, computable in O(log n) space, such that x L’ if
and only if f(x) L, for all strings x over the alphabet of L’. This suggests a two-stage
algorithm for recognizing L" for any string x over the alphabet of L’, first compute
f(x) and then determine if f(x) L. A log n space-bounded Turing machine can only
run for 2 (lgn) n (l) steps, so the length off(x) is polynomial in the length of x. It
is shown in [3] that a P-RAM can simulate any deterministic S(n) space-bounded
Turing machine in parallel time O(S(n)) on 2 (s(")) processors. Thus the first stage
of our proposed two-stage algorithm can be carried out in O(log n) time on n(1)
processors. By our Theorem 3, the second stage can be carried out in time
O(loglf(x)l)=O(log n) time on If(x)l 3= n ) processors. We conclude that any
language in dAPDA(log n) can be recognized by a P-RAM in O(log n) time on a
polynomial number of processors. By a standard "padding" argument, Theorem 5
follows.
THEOREM 5. For any fully space-eonstructible S(n)=l)(log n), a language in
dAPDA(S(n)) can be recognized by a P-RAM in O(S(n)) time on 2 (s(")) processors.
Sudborough conjectures in [12] that DSPACE(Iog n) is strictly contained in
dAPDA(Iog n), i.e., that adding a stack to a log n space-bounded, poly-time-bounded
Turing machine gives it additional power. By our Theorem 5, Sudborough’s conjecture
implies that S(n) time-bounded P-RAM’s are strictly more powerful that S(n) spacebounded Turing machines.

9. Simulation of P-RAMs by deterministic auxiliary pushdown automata. We
observe in this section that our P-RAM algorithm for simulating any deterministic
auxiliary pushdown automaton is nearly optimal, since there is a complementary
simulation of P-RAMs by deterministic auxiliary pushdown automata.

2That is, q(x’)=q(x)
h(y)-h(x).

and q(y’)=q(y), p(x’)=p(x’) and p(y’)=p(y), but h(x’)=0 and h(y’)=
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THEOREM 6. Let L be accepted by a P-RAM in time T( n). 7hen L is accepted by
a deterministic auxiliary pushdown automaton with space T(n) and time 2 o -n)2).
This theorem is a fairly easy consequence of some known relations between various
computational models. Here we give a more direct proof:
Proof. Fortune and Wyllie prove in Lemma b of [3] that L is accepted by a
deterministic Turing machine with space T(n) and time 2 r’)2). We observe that
their algorithm may be implemented on a deterministic auxiliary pushdown automaton.
Their algorithm is recursive and requires a pushdown stack of size at most T(n), where
each element on the stack can be represented by a bit sequence of length O(T(n)).
Thus only T(n) space is required by our simulating deterministic auxiliary pushdown
automaton.
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